
Business Going
Barack Obama has been more critical of cor-

porate America than any recent President.

After his speech on the economy on April 14,

Washington editor Nina Easton submitted

written questions about his views on busi-

ness. The answers he sent Fortune sounded

notably conciliatory. Excerpts:

How can corporate America redeem itself? You reportedly
told bankers in a private meeting recently that your admin-
istration "is the only thing between you and the pitchforks."
Could you broaden that message for the Fortune 500?
The causes of this economic and financial crisis are complex, and
extend from Washington to Wall Street to Main Street. Ameri-
cans are angry at the extent of the damage that has been done to
our economy, and justifiably so. Understanding that frustration
is important in restoring confidence and helping our economy
and our businesses recover.

The truth is that there is plenty of blame to go around. Many
Americans took out loans that they could not afford. Others were
enticed into loans they did not understand by lenders trying to
make a quick profit. Investment banks bought and packaged these
questionable mortgages into securities, arguing that by pooling the
mortgages, the risks had been reduced. Credit agencies stamped
these securities with their safest rating when they should have been
labeled "Buyer Beware." And as the bubble grew, there was almost
no accountability or oversight from anyone in Washington.

Addressing this crisis will require change across the spectrum,
not just from corporate America but from Washington and Main
Street as well. We need to update our regulatory structure with
sound rules of the road that reward drive and innovation instead
of shortcuts and abuse. We also need to invest in the drivers of
productivity that will make our businesses more competitive in
areas like health care, energy, and education.

You said you'd like to see "our best and brightest commit them-
selves to making things" rather than responding to a culture
that celebrates "those who can manipulate numbers."In what
ways do you want to foster companies that make things?
One of the goals of my economic policy is to help lay the founda-
tion for durable economic growth, which drives innovation in our
businesses and helps nurture the next generation of homegrown
scientists, engineers, and innovators. But as we move forward in
this effort, we cannot ignore the fact that our education system is
not adequately preparing our workers for a 21st-century economy.
Our businesses cannot compete and win in the global economy
without a more effectively trained workforce—especially in areas
like math and science. That is why so many corporate leaders are
advocating for more effective investments in education—from
early-childhood education to cultivating more homegrown engi-
neering talent. And that is why I have set a goal that will greatly
enhance our ability to compete for the jobs of the 2rst century:
By 2020, America will once again have the highest proportion of
college graduates in the world.
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Much of the business community is alarmed over tax increases
in your budget. A coalition of business groups argues that this
will impede an economic recovery. Do you believe there is valid-
ity to this concern, and do you continue to entertain the pos-
sibility of lowering the U.S. corporate tax rate?
I have long advocated a fairer, simpler tax code. That's why my
administration has taken far-reaching action to cut taxes in
ways that will spur an economic recovery. We have enacted a tax
cut for 95% of working families. We passed a recovery act with
$75 billion in tax cuts to help businesses create jobs over the next
two years. And we are helping small businesses keep their doors
open so they can weather this economic storm. Instead of the
normal two years, small businesses are now allowed to offset their
losses during this downturn against the income they've earned
over the last five years. Going forward, I'm committed to reform-
ing our tax code to remove the distortions and complexities that
get in the way of businesses investing in expanding operations
and creating jobs here in the U.S.

The economic crisis has compelled the administration to as-
sert itself over corporate America in ways that Americans
aren't used to. How permanent will this be?
I did not invite the crises that I inherited, and I have always be-

lieved that our role as lawmakers is not to stifle
the market, but to strengthen its ability to un-
leash creativity and innovation. But I also have
a responsibility to take aggressive action to avoid
an even deeper recession and to move this nation
toward recovery. History has shown repeatedly
that when nations do not take early and aggressive

• action to get credit flowing again, they have crises
that last for many years instead of many months.
My hope is that by taking the steps we are taking
today, from stabilizing our financial system to
helping our auto industry restructure to become
more competitive, it will help speed the day that
the government can get out of the way and let
the private sector do what it does best—innovate,
create jobs, and grow the economy.

Many economists seem to think that while
the recession is bottoming, the real problem
is that we will have a very weafe recovery. Do
you agree?
While there have been some encouraging signs
that our economy may be stabilizing, the risks
remain real and significant. We've already taken
important steps to address our economy's weak-
ness, including a recovery act that will help
create or save 3.5 million jobs and a financial
stabilization plan that is expanding credit for
homeowners and small businesses. But there
is substantial work left to be done—not only
to repair the immediate damage, but to ensure

that we emerge from this recession with an economic model
that leads to durable, sustainable growth.

We've heard much about what corporate America does
wrong—greed, excessive debt, shortsightedness. What do you
believe Fortune 500 leaders do well?
American businesses and workers will remain the very engine
of America's progress—the source of a prosperity that has gone
unmatched in human history. Even amid our current downturn,
we continue to have the deepest pool of innovators and entrepre-
neurs of anywhere in the world, many of whom have nurtured
strong companies represented on the Fortune 500. These leaders
are second to none in creating good jobs, innovative products, and
services for consumers and long-term value for their shareholders.
And U.S. companies have been on the cutting edge of productiv-
ity advances across a range of industries, which is at the heart of
sustainable prosperity in the long run.

As many corporate leaders themselves have recognized, in
recent years our economy has fallen out of balance. But as we re-
store this balance, I look forward to working in partnership with
America's business leaders to help repair our broken economy and
ensure that we emerge from this recession stronger and more
prosperous than before.
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America's Traditional
Strengths Will Win Out
BY JAMIE DIMON
CEO, J.P. MORGAN CHASE

I BELIEVE THAT in five years this
country—and most banks—will
be fine overall. This crisis will be
a memory, and the traditional
strengths of America will show
through: its ability to come together
and to innovate, and its work ethic.
This is a country that likes to work,
which I think is a good thing.

Fundamental parts of the bank-
ing business will not change. Serv-
ing corporations and customers
with financial needs, ranging
from loans to debt to M&A—that
will still be taking place. Some
may be happening in boutiques
and investment banks, and some
may be apart of bigger companies.
That's fine—that's what competi-
tion is all about, Other things will
change forever. Some of the structured products will never come back. Securitization
markets will be smaller. And leverage will be lower forever. That's a good thing.

Another change will be in the way some banks pay people. There is no question that
the compensation system on Wall Street helped distort the way financial companies
defined risk. At J.P. Morgan Chase we already operated under best practices on compen-
sation—paying a large portion in equity and rewarding people for sustainable, long-term
performance. A lot of companies are now putting in place more stock-based systems and
more clawbacks; they'll be doing a lot more looking at performance over an extended
period. This will not get rid of all the problems, but it certainly will mitigate them.

In my whole life, I've never hired someone who was taking the job simply for money, not
once. I wanted them to join because they wanted to build agreat company over a long period
of time. You certainly can sleep at night when you believe that you are building an institution
by serving clients. I think that companies with too many people trying to make as much
money as they can in the short run are the same companies that are no longer around.

I'm not a psychologist, but if you ask me whether there has been a sea change in consump-
tion in society, I would say yes. Having two cars instead of three or going out to dinner less
and turning the lights off—those are not sacrifices the way you would traditionally mean
sacrifices. If people are a little more thoughtful, more conservative, and if their fundamental
values are more important than how much money they make, those are all good things.
These changes are not going to destroy our country; they're good for our country.

In order to address the public anger and outrage over what has happened to our financial
system, I think we in the banking community need to take some responsibility. Banks,
including ours, should acknowledge that they made mistakes. We all have to look at the
past 24 months and be absolutely humbled at the mistakes we made—and we made plenty

of them. Yet it is also painful for our people
to be vilified. J.P. Morgan Chase was asked
to buy Bear Stearns for the sake of our coun-
try and financial system, and people here
worked around the clock for six months to
do the transaction. Then we accepted TARP
money because we were asked to. But I think
that TARP at this point has become a scarlet
letter for some firms. Banks have also been
criticized for improving lending standards.
Yes, lending standards have gotten tougher,
and that's reasonable. What is unreasonable
is to say that the current crisis in part was a
result of bad lending standards, and then to
say we should keep standards that way.

I do believe that Ben Bernanke and
Hank Paulson and Tim Geithner and John
Dugan and Sheila Bair acted bravely and
boldly in completely uncharted waters. I
give them a lot of credit for doing that. It
would have been far easier to be bureau-
cratic. And while it hasn't all worked out
perfectly, they did their best. Now what
we really need is a systemic regulator who
can anticipate weaknesses in our financial
system rather than react to them, spotting
the next problems, not the current ones.

Ultimately, however, it is up to us to
manage our own companies wisely. That is
why we have what I call a fortress balance
sheet. What that means is a significant
amount of capital; high quality of capital;
strong liquidity; honest, transparent re-
porting; and excellent risk measurement
and management. We have more common
tangible equity than many large finan-
cial institutions. We've always been that
way, keeping plenty of liquidity. We have
to balance risk taking with doing what's
right for our customers and shareholders.
I always say my grandma could have made
those crazy profits by taking more risk.
But are you building a better business?

We also need the fortress balance sheet
so that we can seize opportunities and
continue to invest in our businesses. It's
not only about the quality of earnings;
it's also about the quality of growth. The
lesson here is a basic one: Management
has to have the fortitude to do the right
thing for shareholders. It can't be goaded
and pushed into seeking out excessive
growth that can't be justified.
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We Have a
Job to Do:
Rebuild Trust
BYINDRANOOVI
CEO, PEPSICO

CORPORATE AMERICA, after the imme-

diate financial crisis, has now found it-

self thrown into a far more corrosive and
durable crisis—a crisis of trust. The vic-

tims of recession may not differentiate

between guilty arid innocent parties—

everyone in corporate America could take

a share of the blame, deserved or not.
But this kind of corrosion is bad for

everyone. It is bad for the country whose
prosperity depends on the dynamic and

creative spirit fostered in capitalism. And,

of course, it is especially bad for companies

that rely on a daily exchange of trust with

customers, consumers, and numerous

other stakeholders.
I believe the financial crisis has compa-

nies facing an interesting fork in the road.

One direction may lead to a short-term,

performance-metric focus, an unsatisfac-

tory and unsustainable position for the
good company of the future. The other

direction, as a matter of necessity, may be

for companies to take the road that the best companies have been following as a matter

of choice. That is making sure that their financial performance and their ability to be a

force for good in the world—their purpose—are facing in the same direction.

Of course, the decline in economic activity has more direct consequences too. Suddenly
people will be more searching in their quest for good value. This is something we are seeing

the world over. It is true of retailers, and it is true of customers. When times get tougher,

people take more care to seek out discounts much more than they may have in the past.

But to the consumer, the idea of value is about a lot more than price, It is about a sus-
tainable relationship, the knowledge that this is a transaction that can be trusted. Behind

this lies an idea of the company that is as old as capitalism itself. A company is not just

an engine for shareholder value. It has to define its mission and serve that mission over

a long period.
That was what the founders of modern capitalism thought they were doing. And it is

that value that can again be restored in today's volatile environment. But it will require all

companies to think again about what they do to build trust, and to think again about how

they make, give, and add value. And most of all, it will require all companies to ensure that
they embrace not just the commercial idea of value, but the ethical ideal of values too.

Why Cash for Clunkers
Is a Good Deal for America
BY BILL FORD
CHAIRMAN, FORD MOTOR

YOU DON'T NEED a degree in eco-

nomics to know how the economy
is doing, Just walk into your local

auto dealer and ask if they are sell-

ing cars. What you will hear is that

showroom traffic is slow, and sales
slower yet.

With sales on track to be nearly

50% lower than the previous year,

President Obama recognizes the

urgent need to give reluctant con-
sumers the confidence to return to

the marketplace. He's working to

address shrinking auto sales with

two ideas that have strong biparti-

san support.
First, the administration is taking

swift action to modernize the U.S.

government's fleet with fuel-efficient vehicles. This step will help move more than 17,000

cars and trucks. Swapping out these less efficient federal vehicles for new hybrid and fuel-
efficient ones will reduce gasoline consumption by 1.3 million gallons per year and prevent

nearly 12,000 metric tons of CO., from entering the atmosphere. Second, because this

fleet-modernization drive affects only a small fraction of the 240 million vehicles on the
road today, the President has asked Congress to extend the concept to consumers across

the country, a move that will provide bigger economic and environmental benefits.

The good news is that lawmakers in Washington have pledged to pass a bill based on
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programs that have already proved effective around the world. The idea is simple: Trade
in your old car. Get a voucher for a discount toward a new, more fuel-efficient vehicle.
The old one gets scrapped, recycled, and permanently removed from the road.

Germany provides the most compelling example of how this can work. In January the
German government offered consumers $3,200 to scrap automobiles that are at least
nine years old and buy new, more environmentally advanced vehicles. By March sales
of new vehicles jumped 40% over the same month a year before.

Such a program could work in the U.S. too. Goldman Sachs estimates that the various
proposals already being considered by Congress could boost vehicle demand by 500,000
to 1.5 million—as much as a 15% increase—over the course of the year. A boost of that
magnitude would help preserve jobs across the industry, from the workers making cars
and parts to those in local dealerships. This proposal would help our country get greener
faster by retiring a portion of its clunkers and replacing them with high-mileage vehicles.
The Energy Department estimates a family could save $780 a year by switching to a
vehicle with 30 mpg from one with 18 mpg.

Taxpayers are rightly concerned about the federal deficit, given the significant re-
sources already spent on stimulus measures. And that's why at Ford we agree with the
President that the cost of this initiative should be paid for with a small portion of the
stimulus funds already approved by Congress.

Improved auto sales will be one of the key indicators that America is on the road to
economic recovery. We urge lawmakers to quickly implement this market-based incen-
tive, It constitutes a clear win for the consumer, the economy, and the environment.

Republicans Need to
Say No to Big Business
BY JOE SCARBOROUGH
HOST, MORNING JOE ON MSNBC

FOR YEARS, voters have assumed
that the Republican Party was in bed
with corporate America. Perhaps
that is because for years they were.
That torrid love affair was fueled in
part by the GOP's belief that sup-
porting the world s largest corpora-
tions was the same as championing
free enterprise. But conservatives
learned too late that what is good
for Wall Street is not always good
for capitalism.

As P.J. O'Rourke noted in his re-
cent book about Adam Smith, what
happened on Wall Street over the
past decade had less to do with free
markets than with high profits. It
was, after all, the father of capi-
talism who warned that rampant
speculation in markets could lead
to the kind of "overtrading" that

gripped the U.S. financial sector for the
past quarter-century.

In 1772, Smith concluded, "When the
profits of trade happen to be greater than
the ordinary, overtrading becomes a gen-
eral error ... and the rate of profit is always
highest in the countries that are going fast-
est to ruin." Perhaps Mr. Smith was describ-
ing a run on Scottish banks that destroyed
90% of those financial institutions while he
was writing The Wealth of Nations. But his'
warnings could have applied just as well to
Lehman Brothers' collapse last year.

Instead of heeding Adam Smith's ad-
vice, Republicans followed the lead of
Bush administration officials, who al-
lowed Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac to
create a housing bubble. At that same
time, Mr. Bush's SEC was promoting 40-
to-i leverage ratios on Wall Street. Taken
together, these policies proved Smith's
1772 prediction correct that those profit-
ing the most from bubbles will also be the
ones who go most quickly to ruin.

Perhaps Republicans should go quickly
to their nearest library and take a second
look at The Wealth of Nations. My party
simply cannot afford to confuse excessive
profits with free markets any longer. And
while conservatives are correct to wage
battles against burdensome regulations
aimed at small businesses, we must restore
confidence in American markets by sup-
porting regulations that will once again
bring order and stability to our financial
system. There is nothing conservative
about defending a regulatory approach
that led to Black Monday in 1987, the 1997
Asian crisis, the 1998 Long-Term Capital
Management meltdown, the 2000 In-
ternet bubble, the 2001 Enron scandal,
and the current subprime crisis. Now is
the time for Republicans to stand up to
corporations that were once thought to
be too big to fail and put them on notice
that conservatives will once again be more
interested in promoting free markets than
big business.

I would have left Congress a rich man if
I had been paid every time a lobbyist came
into my office claiming the cause of capi-
talism, when instead he was looking for
a competitive break for his corporation.
"Congressman," the plea would begin, "all
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the good people of my company are look-
ing for is a level playing field." But that was
rarely the case. Lobbyists instead fought
for special breaks in the tax code, social-
ized subsidies for their products, and small
changes to regulations that would mean
big money for their business.

There is nothing wrong with a corpora-
tion taking every opportunity it is given to
gain an advantage over competitors. But
there is something wrong with a political
party that preaches capitalism to single
mothers while practicing socialism toward
corporations. Now is the time for Repub-
licans to start being consistent, to think
anew, and begin saying no.

Don't Cut
Back on
Innovation
BY ANNE MULCAHY
CEO.XEROX

I'M AN ETERNAL OPTIMIST. Of Course the
economy will improve, and when it does,
the businesses that will be best poised to
succeed are the ones that didn't mortgage
their future. Seems pretty obvious, but
these days companies small to large are
looking under every stone to cut costs and
meet short-term demands. I know from
experience one of the biggest mistakes
that can be made right now is to slash in-

vestments in innovation. And
by innovation, I don't just
mean product research and
development. It can also be
innovating in new markets,
launching new businesses,
and even disruptive innova-
tion in work processes. To be
sure, a company's R&D in-
vestment pool looks tempting
in tough times. And draining
it might save a few jobs or
help make the quarterly re-
sults less painful. However, if
you fail to fund the future, all
you'll be left with is a really
lean company trying to churn

old ideas into new business.
When Xerox went through

a downturn of its own mak-
ing earlier this decade, ev-
erywhere I went, lenders and
investors were demanding I
cut our R&D spending. But
to me, Xerox innovation was
sacred. Why avoid financial
bankruptcy only to face tech-
nological bankruptcy down
the road? I can't say I got everything right back then, but investing in innovation was
indeed the best decision I've ever made. Here's why: Despite the economic slowdown
in technology spending, Xerox is still the prominent player in our industry, with a

No. i revenue share. And at a time when we had a bunker-like mentality to save our
company, we also empowered a small but entrepreneurial team to create our services
businesses. Good thing we did. The offerings from Xerox Global Services have never
been more relevant for our customers, who are knocking on our door looking for any
way to save money. We're answering with solutions that save them up to 30% on their
document-related costs. We're able to move quickly on these opportunities right now
because we decided to fund innovation back then.

I'm sticking with the same decision today. Sure, like most companies, we're being
extraordinarily tough on costs, taking painful actions that impact our valuable people,
and prioritizing cash to offset declines in revenue. But we're also being as extraordi-
narily disciplined in. decisions on where to invest, with innovation high on the list.

These days we're inviting more and more of our customers into our labs to help us
see if our research is on the right track, As industries like financial services, publish-
ing, and health care change, we're fine-tuning software applications and services that
decrease paper use and speed up access to customized digital information. We know
sonic clients are just not in a position to spend today, but we're using this time to get
them thinking about what's to come and to keep our innovation investments aligned
with the emerging trends in their marketplace.

In the cost-cutting discussions we're having right now—and there are many—
I remind my team that the next generation of technology and services will be born
out of decisions we make at this unique moment in time. With that, we're banking on
the advice of Alan Kay, a former Xerox researcher, who said, "The best way to predict
the future is to invent it." Q
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